
__ Originally, the word "dope"
referred to a drink made of cola. It 
was drunk in South of Africa during 
initiatory ceremonies.

"Doping
doesn't turn a 
donkey into a 
horse".

__ Doping is the use of
banned substances and 
methods in order to improve
sport performance and achie-
vements. Every year the World 
Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 
prepares a comprehensive list 
of prohibited substances and 
methods.

Définitions

"Persevere Persevere""Persevere Persevere"
... and you will be the winner !

"Willpower""Willpower"
... you have to fight till the end.

"Team Work""Team Work"
... you and your friends will win by working

"Respect others""Respect others"
... sweat has no colour.

"Bringing people together""Bringing people together"
... all united for PEACE !

"Effort""Effort"
... try to improve upon your last sporting performance!

Sporting
values

Why do someathletes take drugs?

media stakes :
To become a star thatall boys and
girls wantto copy!

political stakes :

financial stakes ;

to get sponsors. (sponsor brand)

To get richer and richer and

To obtain medals and bring 
pride, respect and glory to 

one's country.

And for poorer countries, to 
get the recognition of the 

world's leading powers.

What risk for
which drugs ?

Every year, the World Anti-Doping Agency

prepares a new list of banned drugs,

which fall under the following categories

Stimulants
amphetamines)
May increase concentration
and reduce tiredness, but they
can also damage the heart

Narcotics
__ Can relieve pain but this
could lead to a lasting injury

Cannabinoids (hashish, marijuana) 
__ Can act as relaxants, but
may also lead to a loss of
coordination and concentration

Hormones
__ Can have a variety of
useful medical purposes,
but they can be harmful
when you are young and
still growing;

Anabolic steroids
__ Can increase muscle and
strength, but they harm the
heart, liver and reproductive
system and can cause sudden death

Aggressiveness + stress

Contribute to behavioral
problems

Reduce concentration

Very dangerous for lungs
and the brain

Skeletal changes 
= "horse jaws"

Heart failure!

Very dangerous for tendons,
ligaments and heart!

Blood vessels get blocked!

The

consequences

Most of the time, a urine

test can reveal drug use.

This is a positive

doping control.

Your dreams
are destroyed

You can be 
drug tested 

whatever your age 
or the level of
 competition

Disciplinary actions will be taken against the cheating 
athlete who can be permanently banned from any 

competition.
He/she will be widely criticized by the media that

glorified him before.

The cheat will feel guilty and ashamed and lose
self-confidence.

Sponsors will forget him/her and find other athletes.

Appropriated training : you mustn’t overestimate 
your abilities and train beyond your possibilities

A regular medical follow-up : doctors will help
you and give you advice when you feel tired...

Careful reading of all medicine directions

A varied and well-balanced :
- diet: meat, fish, vegetables, fruits, dairy produce, 
carbohydrates...This will give the necessary 
balance to your body.

Drink a lot of liquids :
in order to make up for the loss of water due to 
sweating. Water will help you recover more easil

This will prevent you
from falling into the
trap of doping!

The day before and the day of the competition :
-Eat carbohydrates (pasta) to have more energy
-Eat 3 or 4 hours before the competition
-Drink 1 litre of sugar water

How to recover more quickly: Have a rest, sleep 
well and you will be on top form.

A healthy life : Tobacco and alcohol are absolutely 
incompatible with sport

If you follow this advice,
you will be able to win
and stay on top!!!

water

MINISTÈRE DE
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History of doping

:: The Indians used coca leaves 
for their medicinal and pain 
killing properties. They even 
invented a unit of measure, 
called the "cocada", which
corresponded to the distance ran 
under the effect of one coca leaf.

::  In France 
Mariani wine was a drink made 
of coca. It was called the "tonic 
of the families", and was banned 
in 1910.

::  In Spain, bullfighters used
marijuana to reduce their fear of 
death.

NOWA DAYS. ..

1. Look for the
missing letters
2. Use all these words
3. Put them into order and
you will find who I am

(then forget me straight away !)

Theanswer is DRUG USE

Let’s play !

STRENGTH

DESTRUCTION

PERFORMANCE

ILLEGAL

RISKS
STIMULANTS
VIGOR

You should 
eat at least 3 

hours before a 
competition

You will 
have a positive 
test when you 
take banned

drugs

Anabolic
steroidsreduce 

muscular 
capacity There is a list 

of banned 
drugs

To take
drugs means 
taking risks Mariani wine was

a tranquilizer

WADA lists 
the various
categories of 

banned substances 
and methods

WADA is 
an insurance 

company

Questions/AnswersTrue or false ?

Originally 
"dope" meant 
a forbidden 

fruit
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Our sponsors
doping is cheating
doping kills !
let's fight together
it's our role
David Douillet
olympics champion

congratulations to your
young team
they can be proud of the 
importat role they play
yours sincerely
Stephane Diagana
world champion 400 hurdles

sport is one of the most 
beautiful shows ans maybe 
one of the most exciting
the magic is broken when we
discover someone has 
cheated
Francis Cabrel 
singer

one of the great value in sport 
is fighting against doping and 
fighting for a clean practise of 
sport
Abdel Benazzi
rugby player

La Fondation Sport Santé du C.N.O.S.F.
(M. Patrick Magaloff)
L'agence française de lutte contre le 
dopage (A.F.L.D)

M. Baudière

Mme Pezet-Gonnet (E.P.S)

and last but not least :
M. C hristophe Bas son (e x-coureur cycliste)
M. Jér ôme Mil let
(O.D .S : Office D épartementale des Sports )
english translation :
Dorine B urgizzo

Bardin X. / Bouyssy B. / 
Delmas H. / Deroualle E. / 

Doffenies L. / Duriez-Blondel S. / 
Hahang B. / Knezevic S. / Ogor F . / 

Laurent R . / Morellini S . / Sere C. / 
Ou-Rabah L. / Pa yet A. / Ro bert A . / 

Zoglami S. / Charlebois A. / Tremon L . / 
Gil F.  / Bourthoumieu / F lorian Saviane

Mme Bern ede (ar ts-plast.), Mme  
Sénégas (C.P.E) , Sénégas g. 
(E.P .S), Mlle Pascault ( B.T.S) , 
Mme Ri chard (C.O .D.E.S), Mm e 
Bougon, M me Chauvin (C.D .I), Thierry 
Claudet et Ag nès Rambeaud ( informatique),
l'U.N.S.S, l'U.G.S.E.L , M me Fau con
Lamber t ( anglais) , l'UNESCO et le
conseil de l'europe
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The students :

leader of the project :

the headmaster of Ste foy
wishes to thank

special thanks to

a stolen victory, a lost life

SPORT AND

DOPING

the students of the Ste Foy

Let's talk about it with

secondary school

 (france)
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